
Corporate Tax Registration 
of Juridical Persons

The UAE’s Federal Tax Authority (FTA) recently released 
a guide in August 2023 that will help navigate the 
Corporate Tax Registration of juridical persons. This 
guide offers valuable insights into crucial areas, such as 
Corporate Tax Registration rules, the criteria for 
determining the necessity of registration, and the 
Corporate Tax Deregistration process.

This document aims to clarify and answer key 
questions on Corporate Tax Registration within the UAE.

Who should obtain the Tax Registration Number (TRN)?

All taxable persons will be required to register for 
Corporate Tax and obtain a TRN. The taxable persons 
include a company, a branch office, individuals who 
conduct business and non-resident persons in some 
situations.

Whether Free Zone companies eligible for a 0% 
Corporate Tax rate should obtain the TRN?

Yes, Free Zone companies are regarded as taxable 
persons for the purpose of UAE Corporate Tax and are, 
therefore, required to obtain the TRN.

Can you use the VAT Registration Number for 
Corporate Tax purposes?

No, the taxable persons are required to obtain a 
separate TRN for Corporate Tax-related compliances.

If you have formed a Tax Group, whether all entities in 
the Tax Group are required to obtain the TRN 
separately?

No, the Tax Group will be treated as a single taxable 
person for the purpose of Corporate Tax; therefore, a 
single TRN would suffice.

Whether non-resident persons are required to obtain 
the TRN?

A non-resident person having a Permanent 
Establishment (PE) in UAE shall obtain the TRN.

When should a taxable person obtain the TRN?

The taxable person can obtain the TRN on or before the 
due date for filing a Corporate Tax return. For example, 
a person following the accounting year of 1 January 
2024 to 31 December 2024 should obtain the TRN on or 
before 30 September 2025.

Whether ‘Qualifying Investment Fund’ is required to 
obtain the TRN?

Article 4 of the Federal-Decree Law No. 47 of 2022 
provides an exemption to ‘Qualifying Investment 
Funds,’’ subject to the fulfillment of specified conditions 
mentioned in Article 10. 

Notably, the ‘Qualifying Investment Fund’ is also 
required to obtain the TRN as of 1 June 2024.2024.
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How to register?

For the purpose of registration, a person has to log in to 
the Emara Tax Account (using login credentials or UAE 
pass) and carry out Corporate Tax Registration under 
the concerned taxable person. 

What are the documents required for registration?

• Trade License/Business License details
• Passport and Emirates ID of owner owning more 

than 25% of shares directly
• Passport and Emirates ID of authorized signatory
• Proof of authorization for authorized signatory.

Can the FTA request additional documents?

Yes, the FTA has the authority to request additional 
information through email/SMS. In such instances, the 
application status will be changed to 'Awaiting 
information.'

If a person receives exempt income, are they liable for 
Corporate Tax Registration?

Yes, even if a person receives only exempt income, they 
are still considered taxable and are required to register 
for Corporate Tax. However, exempt income itself does 
not incur any tax liability.

Do foreign juridical persons need to register for 
Corporate Tax?

Yes, foreign juridical persons who are effectively 
managed and controlled in the UAE, regardless of the 
residency of their board members, are considered 
Resident Persons for Corporate Tax purposes and must 
register accordingly.

Do UAE branch offices need to register for Corporate 
Tax?

UAE branch offices of Resident Persons are treated as 
part of the same Taxable Person and cannot register for 
Corporate Tax individually. The head office is 
responsible for registering on behalf of all UAE 
branches. This applies to branches of Free Zone 
companies as well.

Is it possible to deregister for Corporate Tax?

Yes, juridical persons who are no longer subject to 
Corporate Tax due to business cessation, dissolution, or 
other reasons can apply for Deregistration.

What is the procedure for deregistering from 
Corporate Tax?

To deregister from Corporate Tax, a juridical person 
must submit an application to the FTA. Once approved, 
the Deregistration date will be the date of business 
cessation unless determined otherwise by the FTA.

Are there any prerequisites for Deregistration from 
Corporate Tax?

Yes, a taxable person must fulfill all their tax 
compliance obligations, including filing relevant Tax 
Returns and settling all Corporate Tax liabilities and 
administrative penalties before applying for 
Deregistration.

When should a Deregistration application be 
submitted?

Deregistration applications must be filed with the FTA 
within three months from the date of entity ceasing to 
exist, cessation of business, dissolution, liquidation, or 
similar circumstances.
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An Overview of the Registration Process is as follows: 
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About Nexdigm
From inception, our founders have propagated a culture that values 
professional standards and personalized service. An emphasis on 
collaboration and ethical conduct drives us to serve our clients with 
integrity while delivering high quality, innovative results. We act as 
partners to our clients, and take a proactive stance in understanding 
their needs and constraints, to provide integrated solutions. Quality at 
Nexdigm is of utmost importance, and we are ISO/IEC 27001 certified 
for information security and ISO 9001 certified for quality 
management.

We have been recognized over the years by global organizations, like 
the International Accounting Bulletin and Euro Money Publications, 
World Commerce and Contracting, Everest Group Peak Matrix® 
Assessment 2022, for Procurement Outsourcing (PO) and Finance 
and Accounting Outsourcing (FAO), ISG Provider Lens™ Quadrant 
2023 for Procurement BPO and Transformation Services and Global 
Sourcing Association (GSA) UK.

Nexdigm resonates with our plunge into a new paradigm of business; 
it is our commitment to Think Next.

Reach out to us at ThinkNext@nexdigm.com

USA Canada Poland UAE India Hong Kong Japan

Follow us on Listen to our 
podcasts on all 
major platforms

Nexdigm is an employee-owned, privately held, independent global 
organization that helps companies across geographies meet the 
needs of a dynamic business environment. Our focus on problem-
solving, supported by our multifunctional expertise enables us to 
provide customized solutions for our clients.

We provide integrated, digitally driven solutions encompassing 
Business and Professional Services, that help companies navigate 
challenges across all stages of their life-cycle. Through our direct 
operations in the USA, Poland, UAE, and India, we serve a diverse 
range of clients, spanning multinationals, listed companies, 
privately-owned companies, and family-owned businesses from 
over 50 countries.

Our multidisciplinary teams serve a wide range of industries, with a 
specific focus on healthcare, food processing, and banking and 
financial services. Over the last decade, we have built and leveraged 
capabilities across key global markets to provide transnational 
support to numerous clients.
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